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inland ports benefi t from a strategic position in europe’s hinterland, and as such are 

part of the comprehensive transport and supply chain. they are signifi cant nodal 

points located along the main corridors and industrial areas of the eU, and are an 

important link in the intermodal and logistics network. they offer excellent traffi c 

links to the various transport modes, in particular to the rail, road and waterway 

networks, and are a good connection with the hinterland for seaports. inland ports are 

the natural focal points for innovative intermodal transport concepts in europe.

consequently, the specifi c advantages of all transport modes can be used and 

customers can be provided with optimum combinations. state-of-the-art logistics 

services supported by modern communication and information technology ensure 

effi cient coordination of all transport combinations.

EFIP’s Identity

eFiP represents more than 200 inland port authorities in 18 european countries in  

europe. it is the voice of the european inland ports network and actively accom-panies 

all developments in the fi eld of eU transport and environmental policy.

eFiP is dedicated to highlighting the role of inland ports in the socio-economic 

development of the european regions and their contribution to the development 

of a more sustainable intermodal transport chain in europe.

eFiP is a partner in eU projects aimed at fostering intermodal transportation by 

scientifi c research, thus contributing to the overall aim of ensuring environmentally 

and socially sustainable transport in europe.

EFIP’s Mission

Since 1���, EFIP’s mission has been:  

•  to act as the sole voice of inland ports in europe and to highlight and promote 

their role as nodal points for intermodal transportation, combining road, rail, 

inland waterways and also short sea shipping where geographically possible.

•  to represent the inland ports vis-a-vis the institutions at european level and any 

other national and international organisations which are concerned with questions 

of transport, in particular the european conference of Ministers of transport, the 

economic commission of the United nations for europe, the central commission 

for navigation on the rhine and the danube commission.

•  to adopt common positions with regard to these questions at an international 

level on behalf of european inland ports.

•  to promote among the public a knowledge of the activities of inland ports and 

their position within national and international economies.

•  to ensure an exchange of information and opinions between its members. 

•  to study general and scientifi c questions that are of interest to inland ports, 

particularly transport problems, and the intermodal goods logistics chain in its 

entirety.

For further information, please contact: Ms. Diane Chevreux
Place des armateurs, 6 • 1000 Brussels (Belgium)

Phone : +32 2 420 70 37 • Fax : +32 2 420 03 71

e-mail : info@inlandports.be



the last three decades have seen important developments in international trading fl ows between europe, north 
america and asia. today we are living in a context of globalisation. the strong increase in container transport and 
the growing complexity of global supply chains require new strategies in port logistics.

We are confronted with a changing environment, in particular the above-mentioned globalisation process and the 
enlargement of the eU to central and eastern europe. the extension of an internal market to include 490 million consumers 
and the ambitious aim to create the most competitive economy in the world in europe — as described in the lisbon agenda —, 
inevitably result in a growth of the need for transport services. of course, these changes have an impact on the way we 
should look at transport policy today.

in a changing context, innovative new solutions and concepts must be created. experience has shown that seaports and 
inland ports will increasingly depend on each other’s effi ciency in supply chains. We are also convinced that increased 
co-operation between them will bring benefi ts to the entire transport chain.

european inland ports used to fi nd their roots in inland navigation, where further positive developments are expected with 
the ongoing implementation of the naiades action Programme for inland Waterway transport adopted by the european 
commission in early 2006. they are expected to rapidly gain importance, as for several years now the containers sector 
has been booming in europe and also in the hinterland, congestion on the european road network and in seaports is on 
the increase, fuel rates fl uctuate unpredictably and “economies of scale” have become a well-established feature.

considering these challenges, eFiP decided to focus on two main priorities which were announced at its General assembly 
in vienna in 2006, when i was appointed eFiP President. First, it was decided to strengthen co-operation with seaports, 
which are natural partners for inland ports. second, it was considered necessary to increasingly focus on the inland ports 
located in the new Member states of the eU. 

looking back to what has happened since then, we believe we are going in the right direction.

as far as the co-operation with seaports is concerned, i am happy to say that 2006 and 2007 have seen increased 
co-operation with seaports. eFiP participated together with esPo (european sea Ports organisation) in several joint events. 
eFiP was also actively involved in the consultation process on a future ports policy that should lead to a communication 
on ports policy later in 2007. this enhanced co-operation culminated with the launch of a “Platform of sea and inland 
Ports” in Brussels on 15 May 2007, which was considered a great success and will bring further initiatives as both 
organisations have an increasingly common agenda at eU level. 

on the second priority, positive developments have also taken place. in 2006, eFiP gained two additional members from the 
new Member states. the Ports administration on the Maritime danube which manages the ports of Galati, Braila and tulcea in 
romania, and the czech-saxony ports ltd — which comprises the Ports of decin and lovosice in the czech republic —, became 
members of eFiP. this is in line with the strategy of the federation to become more involved in central and eastern europe.

in 2006-2007, at policy level, eFiP followed and will continue to actively accompany several main dossiers announced in 
the communication of the european commission which was published in 2006 on the mid-term review of the White Paper 
on transport policy entitled “Keep europe moving - sustainable mobility for our continent”, in particular the promotion 
of inland waterway transport, improvement of the rail sector, developments in view of a future european ports policy, 
actions taken in urban transport area, logistics and increasingly environmental issues, which have gained importance for 
european inland ports. looking ahead, one particular issue will certainly be brought even more to the forefront of the 
federation’s work in the future: the question of the image of inland ports and the port-city relationship.

i hope that you enjoy reading the annual report.

Foreword
by Willy robijns,

Project Manager at Waterwegen en Zeekanaal
EFIP President
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White PaPer on transPort Policy 
- Mid-terM revieW

Since the White Paper on transport Policy “time to decide” was 
published in 2001, several years have passed and the european 
Union’s situation has changed. the enlargement of the eU-15 to 
become the eU-27 has dramatically changed the basis for further 
strategies. one of the consequences is an increasing demand for 
transport, the other is a set of new transnational transport axes 
within the enlarged europe, with a different status for existing in-
frastructure. Besides, the globalisation process has speeded up. 
Five years after the publication of the White Paper on transport 
Policy, it appears that the european Union will not be able to 
achieve the targets it has set unless further action is taken.

in 2006, the european commission published its mid-term review of 
the White Paper on transport Policy that resulted in a communica-
tion with the title: “Keep europe moving - sustainable mobility for 
our continent” taking into account the new challenges and looking 
at the way ahead with a time schedule and a road map. 

 

in its communication on the mid-term review, the european 
commission has grouped actions for the next 5 years into several 
categories mainly: sustainable mobility, protection, innovation and 
an international dimension.
the european commission concluded that the acceleration of 
globalisation and the threat of terrorism and global warming 
have changed the international situation. the ever increasing 
use of energy and the sources it comes from are growing issues. 

the transport sector in the eU accounts for 30% of total energy 
consumption in the eU. 
it has to be recalled that the essential aim of the original policy 
rested on three main objectives: firstly, to try and move transport 
in the eU towards more efficient and environmentally friendly 
modes of transport such as rail and waterborne transport. sec-
ondly, it aimed to make transport systems more ”inter-connected 
and interoperable“ throughout europe, for example by ensuring 
trains could run across different national networks. Finally, the 
policy aimed at encouraging technological innovation to help 
make this possible. 

eFiP was involved in the consultation process launched by the 
european commission in the autumn 2005 on this mid-term review. 
it welcomed the development of the co-modality concept, which 
ensured that all transport modes can be fully used - depending 
on their efficiency - alone or in combination. 

Ms. Barsi-Pataky, Member of the european Parliament (hU/ePP-
ed), who was appointed rapporteur on the mid-term review, 
repeated that this institution is not satisfied with the progress of 
the european transport Policy insisting on the need for increasing 
interconnectivity, enforcing existing transport legislation, more 

investment and the move towards 
more environmentally friendly forms 
of transport. eFiP met with her and 
insisted on the need to increase the 
role of nodal points in the eU, includ-
ing european inland ports.

european inland ports will pay par-
ticular attention to the following 
elements contained in the mid-
term review: the evolution in the 
waterborne transport sector, with 
an emphasis on the implementation 
of the naiades action Programme 
for inland Waterway transport and 
the future ports policy, the further 
development of rail sector with the 
removal of technical barriers to in-
teroperability, and  the adoption 
of the financial regulation for the 
trans-european networks and the 
multi-annual investment programme 
up to 2013 for the trans-european 

networks (2007). eFiP will also consider the developments ex-
pected with the eurovignette directive and the internalisation 
of external costs, as initiatives have been announced by the 
european commission in this area. 
actions have also been announced and are being developed by the 
european commission concerning urban transport, with a Green 
Paper and an action Plan on logistics that will be published later 
in 2007. these areas are of great significance for inland ports.

Port of Liège - MET © Port of Cologne
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inland WaterWay transPort

Since its adoption in early 2006, the naiades action Programme 
for inland Waterway transport (iWt) has pursued its implementa-
tion at european and at country level. this is the first time in the 
history of european transport Policy that this transport mode is 
so high on the european agenda.
Following the proposal made by the european commission to boost 
its use, eFiP welcomed the support shown by the council and the 
european Parliament who both encouraged further actions at all 
levels: at european level but also at national and industry level. 
eFiP in particular was satisfied with the support by the rapporteur 
on the naiades action Programme. Members of the european 
Parliament agreed with rapporteur Ms. corien Wortmann (nl /
ePP-ed) that inland Waterway transport deserves more politi-
cal priority and greater ambition in order to create a climate in 
which its development potential does not remain untapped. the 
european Parliament stressed that priority must be given to the 
implementation of naiades.
eFiP in particular welcomed the clear recognition in the rapporteur’s 
report that. this transport mode cannot be developed without 
inland ports. indeed, it is clearly mentioned that the reliability of 
this network and the availability of multifunctional inland ports 
is the most important condition for the further development of 
this transport mode.

on 26 october 2006, while adopting the rapporteur’s report on 
the action Programme, the Parliament asked for greater priority for 
inland Waterway transport and more european financial means 
for waterway projects. it insisted that the european commission 
must provide legislation to accelerate the introduction and use 
of environmentally friendly fuel for cleaner inland Waterway 
transport as soon as possible. the sector itself already asked for 
the introduction of low sulphur fuels to be stepped up.
in her report, Ms. Wortmann-Kool insisted that reliable infrastruc-
ture is an important condition for the growth and expansion of 
this transport mode. sufficient funding to modernise and improve 
the infrastructure is a prerequisite. a shift is needed from the 
funding of road and rail projects to waterway projects, since in 
recent years only 1.5 % of the ten budget was spent on inland 
waterway projects.

the european commission is expected to launch further actions 
in order to implement this action Programme. Following the  
priorities that were set in it, it is possible to draw the following first 
evaluation of actions undertaken so far, while adopting the same 
approach as in the action Programme with the different sections 
identified. all measures will have a direct or indirect impact on 
the development of european inland ports.
 

Market conditions - as far as market conditions are concerned, 
it is expected that the commission will further examine how to 
facilitate access to financing and to enhance the role of the 
european investment Bank. it must also be noted that a Funding 
handbook is currently being prepared,  with the aim of providing 
information about available funding with a compilation of euro-
pean, national and regional aid schemes relevant to this transport 
mode. the commission has launched a study on administrative 
and regulatory barriers with the aim of ”cutting red tape“ in this 
particular sector.
in the coming months, european state aid guidelines are likely 
to be developed for the sector. it must also be noted that the 
commission decided that the “de-minimis” rules shall apply from 
2007 to the transport sector, which should have positive effects 
on inland waterways.

Modernisation of the fleet - Further measures are awaited for 
the fleet. as regards the legal framework, the new directive on 
technical requirements of inland waterway vessels entered into 
force at the end of december 2006. the directive will create 
modern, harmonised requirements for inland waterway vessels 
on the entire community waterway network.
Furthermore, on 22 June 2006 the commission adopted a 
proposal for a framework directive on the harmonisation of 
transport of dangerous goods with the objective to align with 
the international agreement adn. in the environmental field, 
legislative proposals for harmonising the fuel quality and the 
engine emissions of inland waterway vessels are being looked at. 
the setting up of an innovation fund which could assist operators 
willing to invest in the modernisation of their fleet and in new 
logistic concepts is also underway.
Finally, the 7th Framework Programme on research and technologi-
cal development offers a number of opportunities for this sector, 
in particular for fleet modernisation. 

Ports of Lille
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Promotion of jobs and skills - it has been recognised that 
there is a lack of qualified workforce and entrepreneurial succes-
sors in the iWt sector. this is also the reason why the european 
commission will consider further incentives in this respect.

Improvement of image - Promotion of iWt and the creation of 
awareness of the main target groups, the logistics decision-makers, 
freight forwarders and policy-makers, have been recognised as 
being crucial in the naiades Programme. 
a first initiative to increase the visibility of the transport mode 
was made by council regulation 1365/2006 of september 
2006 on statistics of goods transport by inland waterways. the 
new regulation should allow more effective and modern data 
reporting on iWt. Furthermore, a market observation system involv-
ing the central commission for rhine navigation, the european 
commission and the professional organisations is currently being 
further developed.

Provision of adequate infrastructure - in order to have a 
competitive and efficient waterway transport system in europe, 
it is essential that the waterway network and port infrastructures 
are improved and that existing obstacles are removed. this has 
been recognised by all interested parties. it is in the responsibility 
of the Member states, which must also bear the biggest financial 
burden. however, it must be recalled that the community can 
contribute to it through programmes and projects for instance 
within the framework the trans-european networks. With this in 
mind, it is important to mention that the ten Financial regula-
tion raises the financial rate for the priority projects from 10 % 
to 20%, and for cross-border sections up to 30 %.
it must also be noted that the european commission intends to 
nominate additional coordinators, one of them being for inland 
waterways. the coordinator for the ten inland waterway priority 
projects will deal with the rhine-Main-danube corridor and the 
seine-scheldt link.

Organisational framework - in its communication on the 
naiades action Programme, the commission also raised the issue 
of the modernisation of the organisational structure. it is of the 
opinion that the present organisational structure is characterised 
by a fragmentation of competences and efforts at different levels, 
and that this situation must change in the future.
eFiP recalled the important role played by the river commissions 
which should not be underestimated. 

eFiP believes that the areas identified in the action Programme 
will certainly bring support to the use of this transport mode. 
the federation will continue to be attentive to all conditions 
that can develop the use of it and in particular the way in which 
european inland ports are involved. Without inland ports, iWt  
simply cannot be developed in an efficient manner. only inland 
ports can ensure the smooth and efficient inclusion of inland 
waterways in the logistics chain.

Port of Sevilla

Port of Brussels
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loGistics

Advanced logistics solutions have a vital part to play in promo-
ting europe’s mobility, sustainability and competitiveness goals. 
appropriate general framework conditions are essential in order 
to facilitate logistics and freight intermodality. these are key ele-
ments if the aims of the lisbon agenda and the White Paper on 
transport Policy are to be achieved.
this is why the european commission published a consultation 
document on “logistics for Promoting Freight intermodality” which 
was followed by the communication publication “Freight transport 
logistics in europe - the Key to sustainable Mobility”. the aim of 
the communication, presented on 28 June 2006 in follow up to 
the transport White Paper mid-term review, is to optimise the use 
of all transport modes and facilitate their integration into a single 
supply chain. it contains interesting elements that could promote 
and encourage the use of multimodal transport.

the idea is to examine how framework 
conditions could be improved in europe 
to foster transport logistics excellence.
tools and areas that could be used 
to further develop the integration of 
road, inland waterways, rail, short sea 
shipping and deep-sea shipping for the 
transport of freight in europe should 
be identified.

eFiP welcomed the proposal of the 
european commission to look at how 
to further develop logistics in europe. 
Framework conditions are important ele-
ments, as they can contribute to improve 
the conditions to reach a “level playing 
field” between the transport modes and 
create a levying for a more sustainable 
transport system in the eU.

it is rightly recognised that logistics 
(which implies planning, organisation 
and execution of transport operations) 
currently accounts for 10-15% of the 
final cost of finished products and euro-
peans spend around 1 trillion euro each 
year on logistics expenditure. Freight 
transport logistics is an integral element 
of the supply chain. While logistics is 
business, the eU’s role should be to offer 
a positive environment for logistics effi-
ciency, innovation and growth in europe. 
For this purpose, a comprehensive eU 
framework strategy with appropriate 
priorities should be devised.

among the measures identified by the european commission in its 
communication, eFiP drew attention to some of them in particular: 
the extension of short sea shipping Promotion centres towards 
Multimodal Promotion, the infrastructure - optimisation of transship-
ment facilities, intelligent urban transport and logistics solutions, 
training and education, and liberalisation and harmonisation with 
a focus on the rail sector. 
in particular, it should be taken into account that globalisation 
increases transportation and, consequently, congestion in trans-
shipment facilities, especially in european seaports. as far as inland 
ports are concerned, eFiP considers that one major recognition is 
the proposal for the development of multimodal inland terminals 
that should be promoted as crucial points for logistics with intercon-
nection to all transport modes. special attention should be paid in 
particular to the infrastructure in the seaports hinterland connections 
because of its high value for international transport chains (there 
is high interconnection with the development and promotion of 
the motorways of the sea and short sea shipping). 
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to promote the unique selling proposition (UsP) of trimodality, 
these terminals should employ modern technological solutions 
and have quality infrastructure connections. they should be able 
to attract new private investments and create new jobs. 
infrastructure is key if efficient logistic chains are to be established. 
eFiP considers that in order to develop the use of intermodality or 
to ensure that the new concept of “co-modality” can apply, actions 
should focus on nodal points as connections between the transport 
modes. inland ports are an essential part of these nodal points.
the idea of having multimodal logistic centres and focal points 
to improve the image and encourage the dialogue between the 
different interested parties should be further explored. in this 
respect, the proposal to consider ways to develop the existing 
network of the 21 short sea Promotion centres to also encompass 
the promotion of multimodal logistics solutions in inland transport 
chains could certainly be a possibility to be analysed further. some 
eU Member states are already thinking of going in this direction 
or have already taken such steps. 
eFiP also drew attention to urban logistics. in the forthcoming Green 
Paper on urban transport, attention should be paid not only to 
passenger transport but also to intelligent urban logistics to which 
european inland ports bring an essential contribution.

however, eFiP is not in line with the proposals that have been 
made on a quality approach. it would need further clarification 
as far as the criteria 
are concerned. eFiP 
warns that there 
may be potential 
increase in the ad-
ministrative work 
for logistic players 
in the market, that 
would imply an in-
tervention in a mar-
ket that is opened 
to competition. the 
quality approach 
should therefore be 
left to the market. 
Besides, as far as 
intermodal liability 
is concerned, eFiP 
considers more ap-
propriate to envis-
age intermodal liability within the international approach through 
the work done by all interested parties and governments in the 
Uncitral process.
Finally, the european intermodal loading Unit (eilU) has been 
considered as one of the areas where action can be taken. the 
commission organised a workshop on eilUs in order to assess the 
potential for taking the commission’s proposed directive further. 
the reaction of eFiP was that it should be left to the market and 
that some specificities, particularly in France and Belgium as far 

as barges are concerned, should be taken into consideration, in 
particular the risk of losing one range of units since the maximal 
width of the eilU proposed may go up to a width of 2.55 m 
(which may be too wide in some areas in these countries).  it 
was understood from the consultation that the cen (european 
committee for standardisation) will make an inventory of the 
existing norms on the market as it was felt that information held 
so far is too vague.
it seemed however that the new proposal has gained more sup-
port than the initial proposal which goes back to 2003. it must 
be recalled that the commission proposal for an eilU contained 
two parts, i.e. a proposal on a european standard for units and a 
proposal on strength and other requirements for containers. the 
commission is now directing the proposal towards promoting the 
use of uniform swap bodies.

in december 2006, the transport council adopted council con-
clusions on the communication on Freight transport logistics, 
inviting the commission to take into consideration issues when 
drafting an action Plan on Freight transport logistics which 
should be published in october 2007. it must be noted that 
the conclusions state that “the development of freight transport 
logistics is first and foremost a matter for industry”. eFiP recalled 
that the action Plan should indeed facilitate the framework 
for industry but that no intervention in the market should be     

suggested.
in 2007, the euro-
pean commission 
pursued consulta-
tions with the in-
dustry, and eFiP 
is involved in this 
process. 

a consultancy was 
appointed by the 
european commis-
sion to carry out a 
Preparatory study 
for the impact as-
sessment on the 
eU Freight logis-
tics action Plan. 
the consultancy 
collected stake-

holders’ opinions about the actions considered by the european 
commission. eFiP was contacted in order to assess the most 
important hurdles in logistics and actions that should be taken. 
the document contained categories of issues dealing with bot-
tlenecks, the promotion and multiplication of loading standards 
for multimodal chains, logistics training, service quality, informa-
tion and communications technology, statistical data, transport 
sectors, the identification of problems and possible actions. 
an evaluation of each of the measures listed was provided for. 

Port of Budapest
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stakeholders’ feedback is likely to provide a starting point for 
compiling the final list of actions to be included in the eU Freight 
logistics action Plan.

Focal points - Bottlenecks exercise: in december 2006 the 
european commission invited stakeholders, including industry, 
Member states’ authorities and other interested parties to participate 
in the bottlenecks exercise on freight transport logistics by nominat-
ing a focal point and identifying bottlenecks of different nature 
(administrative, legal, technical, operational, etc.). the initiative is 
largely based on the existing (and ongoing) exercise on identifying 
bottlenecks hampering the promotion of short sea shipping.

through the first phase of the “bottlenecks exercise” completed in 
mid-February 2007, logistics stakeholders have given relevant opinions 
on the most significant obstacles hampering the development of 
freight traffic and suggested solutions. eFiP and its members helped 
collect information on bottlenecks which were sent to the european 
commission. eFiP will pursue its involvement in this exercise.
the first focal points meeting took place in May 2007 and discussed 
the bottlenecks identified so far. this meeting was followed by a 

conference on logistics organised by the european commission in 
co-operation with the German Presidency of the eU council that 
examined all the options that the european commission could pos-
sibly address in its upcoming action Plan for logistics. several subjects 
were addressed, in particular possible developments concerning 
e-freight and intelligent transport systems, quality, simplification 
of transport chains, vehicle dimensions and loading standards, the 
possible development of green corridors and urban transport. 

Circulation of forty-five foot (�� ft) containers on Euro-
pean roads - For years different stakeholders have advocated to 
allow the transport of 45 ft containers on european roads after 
the transitional period ending 31 december 2006. it must be 
recalled that the global fleet of 45 ft containers is approximately 
400.000 teU while the total global fleet of containers consists of 
approximately 20 million teU. Forty-five foot containers are used 
in the eU to a certain extent. european short sea operators also 
own a small fleet of pallet-wide 45 ft containers.

the european commission recognised that the rules on the di-
mensions of vehicles and loading units should match the needs 
of advanced logistics and sustainable mobility in europe. it was 
decided that Member states can still allow these containers to 
circulate in their territory after the end of 2006. this will represent 
an important impetus for intermodality, because 45 ft containers 
are carried by rail, short sea shipping or inland waterway transport 
over longer distances while road transport takes care of the first 
and final road legs.
consequently, 45 ft containers can continue circulating in na-
tional transport operations as ”indivisible loads“ provided that the 
Member states concerned implement the necessary administra-
tive arrangements. eFiP welcomed the decision of the european 
commission.

Port of Mannheim

Port of Cologne
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rail develoPMents

Towards an efficient rail network in the EU - as far as the 
railways are concerned, the european commission insisted on the 
need to first of all concentrate on the correct implementation of the 
existing legislation. Furthermore, there is a will to make progress 
on the third railway Package, as well as on simplification and 
harmonisation of technical and legal requirements. 

For eFiP, these are key issues. on several occasions, the federation 
recalled that it is still very difficult for new entrants to access the rail 
network in some eU Member states. it must be noted that inland 
ports are increasingly tending to become trimodal nodal points. the 
development of an efficient rail transport system is therefore a very 
important element to be examined.
it seems that the measures taken to revitalise the rail freight 
transport are starting to bear fruit, however the rail mode remains 
the lame duck of the intermodal freight system. Freight railway 
traffic has continued to lose out within the modal shift. it is only 
recently that the modal shift towards rail is increasing, but this is 
not happening everywhere and it is occurring at a much slower 
speed than expected. 
With increased liberalisation the road transport and short sea 
shipping had the opportunity to develop extremely well. such a 
development could be expected for the railways. Further liberalisa-
tion of the railways is a key incentive for the development and use 
of multimodal transport. 
increasingly, inland ports have the possibility to offer alternatives in 
rail services as well. the opening of the rail market is accelerating 
this tendency.

as typical nodal points for freight, inland ports are very attentive 
to conditions that should ensure good connections between the 
different transport modes. 

however, the weak link in many 
cases often remains the rail 
connection in the port. even 
though inland ports are taking 
increasing responsibilities for 
these connections, very often 
they still depend on railways 
that are not functioning at 
optimum level.

another initiative of the com-
mission is an action Plan for 
a rail freight-oriented network. 
this would be built on a corridor 
approach and would relate to 
improvement of transborder 
procedures and infrastructure, 
better train running, terminal 
access, etc.
eFiP could support the principle 

of having such a network and reacted accordingly. 
however, eFiP warns the european commission about the practica-
bility of this initiative. this must be connected to the trans-european 
networks, and there are already problems concerning the financial 
means as far as ten-t projects are concerned. therefore, eFiP would 
encourage the european commission to first assess how ten-t 
projects can be financed.

Ensure a better market entrance - eFiP stressed the need 
for a level playing field between the Member states. the situation 
today is still that of a difficult market entrance in some eU Member 
states, of new players (so called “new entrants”, non public railways) 
coming from other european countries. Private rail companies must 
be provided with better access conditions.

Ports of Neuss-Düsseldorf

Port of Strasbourg
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Increase quality of services -  eFiP recalled that several issues 
should be addressed if rail is to play a stronger role for inland ports, 
insisting on the necessity for railway operators to increase the 
reliability and quality of services. although the situation may be 
assessed in a different way in the eU Member states, generally it 
is recognised that the quality of services (in particular the problem 
of delays) should improve. 
in order to attract new potential rail freight traffic, a reliable and 
regular service must be ensured. there are currently certain markets 
that are willing to try rail traffic as an alternative to the heavily 
congested roads. this means that such problems should be dealt 
with urgently.

Increase technical performance and access to reliable 
infrastructure -  there are still cross-border problems for trains, 
partly due to differences in technical standards and requirements 
throughout the eU (different signalling systems, track gauges, etc.). 
interoperability is still not in place everywhere. in addition, a high 
level of performance has been reached for high speed trains in the 
passenger market, but there is still room for improvement in the rail 
freight market. investments in infrastructure, as identified by the 
european commission, should certainly be developed. this would 
increase the capacities available.

eFiP recalled that a main problem for inland ports is that in the past 
decades the national railways in certain eU Member states have 
disinvested in the railway connection to their inland port (for the 
freight market). this means that former railway connections to ports 
no longer exist or are in a very bad state (lack of maintenance).

the federation also insisted on the problem of the lack of rolling 
stock which should also be addressed as a matter of urgency (for 
instance the long waiting times for wagons).

Many of the potential measures identified by the european com-
mission in its working document are relevant to make the whole 
rail system more efficient and more reliable. 
eFiP drew attention to measures dealing with new business models 
(hub and spokes systems for instance) and focusing on infrastructure 
and terminals works on priority sections and coordinating them at 
corridor level.

Increasing responsibilities in the rail sector for inland ports 
- as mentioned, inland ports are increasingly becoming trimodal 
with access not only to the road or inland waterway networks, but 
also to the rail network. Furthermore, inland ports increasingly bear 
direct responsibilities for rail operations and rail infrastructure in 
their port area. Finally, several inland ports have decided to invest 
in the rail sector and have established their own rail companies. 
these developments should also be considered.

Port of Stuttgart
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eUroPean Ports Policy

After the rejection of the proposed Port services directives, in 
2006 the european commission started a consultation process 
on a future ports policy which was intended to last one year. in 
order to do so, it organised a series of workshops involving a broad 
range of interested parties, including eFiP. 
the main subjects of the series of workshops were in particular 
ports services and financing, environmental issues, labour ques-
tions, operational bottlenecks external to ports (hinterland con-
nections, customs, logistics), competition from non-eU ports, and 
the image of ports. 

eFiP participated to the dis-
cussion and explained the 
specificities of inland ports. 
in its response to the european 
commission, eFiP insisted on 
several issues, in particular 
environmental developments, 
logistics and hinterland con-
nections and the problem of 
image and city-port relation-
ship which are quite similar 
to the concerns expressed by 
seaports.

in particular, eFiP stressed the 
need to ensure a good bal-
ance and integration between 
environmental and transport 
policies. it also drew attention 
to some problems incurred by 
extreme attitudes of some envi-
ronmental organisations which 
do not want further develop-
ments of inland waterways for 
navigation purposes. 
eFiP also encouraged the   eu-
ropean commission to look at 
projects which can boost co-op-
eration between ports (through 
the interreg programme or 
other ones) while respecting 
competition rules. 

despite the similarities be-
tween sea and inland ports, 
eFiP warned the european 
commission for the applica-
tion of the exact same rules 
to them. it insisted on the 
differences existing between 
seaports and inland ports, in 
particular the geographical 

positioning in the hinterland and not at the seaside, the size 
of the port areas and certain types of businesses established in 
the inland ports.

For instance, if one considers state aid guidelines, it is doubtful 
whether they would be appropriate for inland ports. their develop-
ment for seaports is justified as competition is fierce. inland ports 
have a more local and regional function and are not involved in 
such a fierce competition.

it is also essential to ensure that measures which may be con-
sidered within this communication do not contradict the ideas 
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developed in the communication on inland Waterway transport 
adopted in early 2006.

in general, eFiP insisted that it would be more appropriate to 
consider soft law with possible interpretative documents and avoid 
hard law within the framework of the upcoming communication 
on ports policy. the general approach the commission will choose  
must be in line with the diversity of ports.

transPort secUrity

Supply chain security - as an addition to legislation on air, mari-
time and port security, in February 2006 the commission proposed 
a regulation on enhancing the security of the entire supply chain. 
it established minimum european standards that freight operators 
should abide by in exchange for receiving “secure operator” status 
from national authorities. But transport operators and business as-
sociations maintained that the scheme would simply increase costs 
massively, potentially crippling small businesses, while bringing only 
minor security benefits.

eFiP also expressed some concerns about this proposal. in particular, 
it insisted on the following points:
• the need to ensure consistency with other security measures;
•  the need for a proportionate approach, a risk analysis and an 

impact assessment of this new proposal;
• a clarification of the voluntary scheme;
•  the need to ensure the consideration for competition rules and 

the internal market;
• the risk of raising costs of the transport chain; 
• the doubts about the certification principle as proposed.

in early december 2006, Ms. hennis-Plasschaert (nl/alde), rappor-
teur for the european Parliament on this proposal, addressed a letter 
to Mr. Jacques Barrot, vice-President of the european commission 

and commissioner in charge of transport asking him to envisage to 
withdraw and reconsider this proposal and to see to what extent the 
application of the authorised economic operator (aeo) status, that 
is applicable in the recently revised customs code and which also 
considers security aspects could be applied to intra-trade. 

eFiP met with the rapporteur, and expressed its doubts and scepti-
cism about the proposal of the european commission on supply 
chain security.
eFiP welcomed the decision of commissioner Barrot in late 2006 to 
freeze the proposal after discussions with the european Parliament 
rapporteur Ms. hennis-Plasschaert.

Port of Algeciras

Port of Duisburg
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UrBan transPort    
and the iMaGe oF Ports

Urban transport - cities throughout europe are facing numerous 
challenges in the 21st century. they are moving towards increased 
concentration and forecasts show that transport demand is expected 
to grow, not decline.
on the one hand, consequences from transport innovation have 
been enormous in urban environments, with the population having 
the freedom to choose where to live, to work and to develop other 
activities. consequently, it is estimated that around 80% of europeans 
live in an urban environment.
on the other hand, it has also led to problems concerning safety 
and quality of life. there are congestion problems for citizens with 
pollution, noise, and excessive travel times as negative side-effects. 
Public transport, cars, lorries, cyclists and pedestrians often share the 
same infrastructure.
across europe there is a shared challenge to improve the quality of 
life in urban communities and to ensure the competitiveness of cities 
whilst promoting sustainable development. all cities face common 
challenges relating to air quality, noise, urban sprawl, traffic conges-
tion, waste, economic competitiveness, job creation, security, social 
inclusion, and maintaining the built environment, cultural heritage, 
and a deteriorating infrastructure. 
it is estimated that urban transport accounts for 40% of road transport 
co

2
 emissions and up to 70% of other pollutants from transport.  

there are concerns on the excessive energy costs and the massive 
use of vehicles running on fossil fuels, and all the problems linked to 
oil dependency and global warming. 

in this context, there is an increasing need for mobility and sustainable 
development in urban communities.  While the problems of mobility 
in european cities have been clearly identified, the solutions to be 
put in place are still in their infancy.

therefore, the european commission has decided to look at all these 
challenges and see whether actions can be developed at eU level. it 
announced in its communication on the mid-term review of the 2001 
transport White Paper “Keep europe moving - sustainable mobility for 
our continent”, the publication of a Green Paper on urban transport in 
2007 after a series of consultations with relevant stakeholders, eFiP 
included, to identify potential european added value to action taken 
at local level. it must be recalled that urban transport is among the 
21 strategic priorities of the commission for 2007. the Green Paper 
and its follow-up activities will form the basis for a european Policy 
on Urban transport as part of the european transport Policy. 

it will examine whether obstacles to successful urban transport 
policies exist at eU level. in addition, it will examine — whilst fully 
respecting the subsidiarity principle —, whether there is consensus 
among stakeholders to develop and implement joint solutions. it is 
expected to address all transport modes, from passenger transport 
to urban freight transport (and logistics).

in view of the development of the Green Paper, eFiP took position 
on several important aspects concerning the further development of 
european inland ports. in this respect, eFiP considered that the eU can 
bring positive effects with complementary actions, whilst respecting 
the subsidiarity principle. 

eFiP drew attention to the added value of inland ports for a sus-
tainable urban transport network in europe. today, their role is still 
underestimated, ignored or even fought against (image problem). 
however, they are essential for the economy, the environment, urban 
development, landscape planning, job creation, tourism, logistics and 
other activities.

although tourism and passenger transport are important activities to 
be examined, eFiP choose to focus in particular on freight transport. 
the following remarks must also be understood within the context of 
the leipzig charter on sustainable european cities featuring guidelines 
for integrated sustainable urban development and an eU territorial 
agenda containing guidelines for spatial development with the aim 
of strengthening europe’s competitiveness and making better use of 
the diversity of the regions. 

Ports of Lille

Port of Brussels
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european inland ports bring a significant contribution to the develop-
ment of intelligent, efficient, reliable and safe urban logistics solutions 
as essential nodal points, by combining the different transport modes, 
ensuring connections between them in a way that helps to take 
trucks off the roads in cities and enabling the provision of additional 
services in logistics centres. they have an important national and 
regional function in the development of clusters of economic centres 
for industry and logistics and the development of employment op-
portunities. several studies at local, regional or national level have 
already highlighted the positive socio-economic impact of inland 
ports on regions and cities. the intention is now to envisage such a 
study at the european level.
inland ports can bring solutions to urban mobility and provide 
sustainable transport solutions. as they are located close to 
cities, main consumption centres, and in the vicinity of main 
transport networks, they have an increasing distribution and 
logistics function. 

in this context, eFiP insisted on the need to encourage the develop-
ment of urban planning, taking into consideration the essential role 
played by inland ports in urban mobility. the federation expressed 
concerns about the increasing urban pressure that threatens the 
existence or the development of inland ports (for the sake of leisure 
activities, real estate, establishment of offices, etc.) and the absolute 
necessity for decision-makers to tackle this problem urgently. Urban 
integration and acceptance by the cities is a crucial element for their 
future development as space tends to become scarce. 

eFiP is of the view that while respecting the subsidiarity principle and 
avoiding new legislation, action can be taken by the eU in several fields 
with incentives. the federation insisted in particular on the exchange 
of best practices and other actions which could be supported by the 
eU through european programmes.
Best practices (for instance experiences with smaller or new types 
of vessels, biofuels, waste transport, etc.) or future projects in which 
inland ports are involved and which contribute to urban mobility 
should be highlighted.

Ensuring exchange of best practices - the exchange of best 
practices should be further encouraged by the support of eU projects 
of common interest:
 
• BESTUFS (Best Urban Freight Solutions): several inland 
ports participated in BestUFs ii activities. BestUFs ii is a coordina-
tion action within the 6th Framework Programme for research and 
development  the aim of which is to increase the awareness of urban 
freight transport best practice for all relevant actors and to stimulate 
innovative solutions that will enhance sustainability in the urban 
area. in particular, the identification and dissemination of city logistics 
solutions should continue to be enhanced.

• CIVITAS: european inland ports would be in favour — as announced 
by the european commission in the mid-term review of the White 
Paper on transport Policy —, of building on the experience gained in 
the civitas initiative, and on its thematic strategy on urban transport, 
and continue to promote research on urban mobility. it could also 
focus increasingly on urban freight transport. this is being considered 

Port of Basel
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within the context of the 7th Framework Programme for research 
and development.

• DIPCITy: in this project, which is supported by the interreg 
programme of the eU and which involves several eFiP Members, 
inland ports intended to foster the transport of waste and recycling 
materials on the waterway, the attractiveness of the port area, the 
port as a multimodal platform, the distribution of goods towards the 
city and the safety and environmental aspects of port activities. 
this co-operation has allowed the participants in the project to 
increase their co-operation, to exchange experiences, to organise 
round tables or site visits to gather information and adapt pos-
sible new solutions to their port areas. they will ensure further 
dissemination of the outcomes. 
in particular, eFiP may consider the development of a Guide of Good 
Practices in inland ports as far as urban transport is concerned. this 
Guide may then be distributed to local authorities where inland 
ports are situated. the eU could support such an initiative.

Financing projects and studies - a the eU level, facilitating 
the use of regional funds and promoting the use of programmes 
like interreg and making potential users aware of these programmes 
would be useful. the example of the funding handbook currently 
being developed within the framework of the naiades action 
Programme for inland Waterway transport could serve as a reference 
of what could be done for urban transport as well. in particular, it 
is essential to promote long-term financing models, and in this the 
eU may reflect on alternative sources of financing (public private 
partnerships and other ones).

Socio-economic impact on the regions and the cities - eFiP 
recalled that inland ports are important locations for industrial and 
logistics companies and multimodal nodes in transport chains. they 
are links in production networks and, as parts of clusters, have a role 
in direct and indirect employment opportunities for the region.
eFiP would also be in a favour of a european study to analyse and 
emphasise the socio-economic impact of the activities of inland 
ports in europe.

Encourage awareness raising and urban/spatial planning 
solutions at local level - eFiP argued that urban planning solu-
tions at local level could be further developed. these solutions should 
consider the assets that inland waterways and inland ports bring to 
the development of city mobility (for both freight and passengers) 
through clusters or networks. 
in particular, the role played by inland ports as platforms for city 
distribution should be highlighted. due to their strategic position 
close to the consumer market, inland ports can also play an important 
warehousing and distribution function for the city. Goods may be 
delivered to city distribution centres by road, rail or inland waterway 
and  then distributed to the local market with small trucks. these city 
distribution centres can incorporate added value logistics services, such 
as labelling, ticketing, regrouping, customs facilities, etc. 
General awareness of their key role for city mobility, logistics and 
distribution should be emphasised and reinforced and taken into 

consideration in urban planning projects along waterways. 
it is essential to ensure that inland ports can still develop and expand in 
the future, as space has become scarce. Urban planners and architects 
do not always consider usefulness of inland ports and would prefer to 
use these spaces for real estate, leisure or office building activities.

For instance, in its reaction to the naiades action Programme for 
inland Waterway transport, eFiP urged decision-makers to launch 
spatial planning and economic policies at european, national, regional 
and local levels that would aim to preserve waterside sites which could 
be used for logistical purposes.

Promoting innovation - the inland waterway sector has found 
creative solutions for urban logistics by developing new types of ves-
sels that are suited for the distribution of consumer goods, such as 
palletised goods and drinks or for collection of waste and recyclable 
fractions. the vessels can also be adapted to local constraints, such 
as smaller canals or the height of bridges. 

innovations in this sector should be further stimulated and supported. 
Projects such as creatinG (supported with the 6th FP) in which eFiP 
was a partner, aims to strengthen inland shipping by upholding both 
integration in the logistical chain and environment performance. Best 
practices should be promoted and exchanges between stakeholders 
further intensified.
in addition, initiatives and projects at eU, national, regional or lo-
cal level which ensure that all possible pollutants in the port area 
decrease are most welcome, for instance greener vessels, new types 
of fuels and engines, etc.

Aproport
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Promoting the development of certain activities - Waste 
transport via inland waterways and recycling transport have been 
identified by inland ports as a new market with a high potential for 
sustainable urban transport.
With this in mind, eFiP created a working group on waste transport 
and gathered information on what is currently being done in europe 
and beyond. Best practices and bad practices as well as recommenda-
tions to policy-makers will be made in a report that will be published 
later in 2007. the european commission could certainly support such 
initiatives in the future.

eFiP stressed the necessity to encourage increased dialogue on urban 
transport between the authorities at all levels: european, national, 
regional and local. clusters and networks between cities and co-
operations to attract activities could be further supported. in this 
respect, eFiP considers that the initiative to present a leipzig charter 
on sustainable european cities and an eU territorial agenda could 
bring a certain impetus to a urban transport policy at eU level. 
While respecting the principle of subsidiarity, the european commission 
could seek to stimulate initiatives/actions that support the creation of 
awareness at all levels of the positive contribution of certain actors, in 
particular inland ports, for the sustainable development of the societies 
and economies of european regions and cities. inland ports clearly 
contribute to the achievement of the lisbon agenda aims and the 
goals for sustainable development established as a priority in europe 
at the Gothenburg european council.

environMent Policy

The environment is an area which already has and is still expected 
to have an increasing impact on the activities of european inland 
ports in the future. increasingly, the development or functioning of 
inland ports is being hindered by environmental constraints. 

in 2006 and 2007, eFiP addressed the inconsistency and discrepan-
cies between european transport and environment policies. on the 
one hand, the eU promotes the development of transport modes, 
such as inland waterways, short sea shipping and rail, which are less 
damaging to the environment than road transport. on the other hand, 
eU environmental legislation, and notably the Birds and habitats 
directives, impedes certain infrastructure and maintenance works 
in ports. this is an increasing problem for inland ports.
european inland ports have mobility and environmental functions 
insofar as they favour the recourse to more environmentally-
friendly modes of transport. stopping them from developing and 
expanding would have highly detrimental effect not only on the 
transport chain, but also on the environment. eFiP would favour 
a holistic approach that would consider a broader approach of 
sustainable transport.

eFiP called on the european authorities, in particular the european 
commission to better integrate transport policies and environmental 
policies to ensure more consistency, clarity and legal certainty.
the current situation may further evolve towards increasing legal 
uncertainty for inland waterways and inland ports, not only for 
seaports. there are risks of delays for the development of projects. 
although, as seen from the book “the impact of eU environmental 
law on Ports and Waterways” written by Prof. eric van hooydonk 
in 2006 with the support of the european commission, there are 
apparently no case laws yet dealing with inland ports but with 
sea ports, this can unfortunately not be completely ruled out in 
the future.

Pursuant to article 6 of the ec treaty, environmental considerations 
must be taken into account in all eU policies. While eFiP under-
stands and agrees that there is a need to protect the environment, 
it is however of the opinion that transport developments should 
also be taken into account and that the importance of having a 
sustainable transport network to which inland ports contribute by 
shifting freight from roads to inland waterways and rail (two modes 

Port of Västeras
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that have been recognised as more environmentally friendly) should 
also be taken into account. 
having considered that, eFiP decided to become more involved and 
proactive in this area. anticipating increasing challenges (increasing 
rules at the international and european levels) and opportunities in 
this respect in the future (facilitation of modal shift, sustainability, 
questions of climate change and energy efficiency), it decided to 
support activities that would facilitate the smooth implementation 
of environmental rules while at the same time ensuring that this 
does not have negative consequences on the activities of european 
inland ports. 

GreenPort conference - this is why eFiP supported the second 
GreenPort conference that took place in lisbon in February 2007 
after a successful first edition in antwerp back in early 2006. this 
event has established itself as the main meeting covering the prac-
tical operations of sustainable port management connected with 
implementing the environmental laws in practice - in ports and in 
the logistics chain - with a wide range of topical issues discussed 
through a series of practical working groups and sessions. since it 
was launched in 2006, GreenPort has focused on environmental 
policy, legislation and regulations, providing port planners with 
detailed information about the impact of future legislation on port 
development and expansion. 

the 2007 edition took place this year in lisbon from 13 to 14 February. 
the event, which dealt with environmental developments and ports, 
was supported by eFiP and esPo (european sea Ports organisation). 
the focus of the conference was on the need to ensure legal certainty 
in port planning while taking into account environmental constraints 
and legislation. this is an issue for seaports, but it is also a major 
concern for inland ports. this was underlined by Mr. Willy robijns, 
President of eFiP, in a presentation at the conference. 
this event addressed a wide range of issues and methods to 
achieve a better understanding of the implications of european 
environmental legislation.

the need for further guidance was 
discussed, as were best practices, spatial 
planning instruments, possible solutions 
and the possibilities/opportunities to 
improve or revise environmental legisla-
tion. the conference also highlighted 
possibilities to work with legislation 
and to find win-win solutions. it was 
recognised that there is a great need 
to further integrate transport and en-
vironmental policies.

EU Water Framework Directive 
- the eU Water Framework directive 
(2000/60/ec) is probably the most 
significant legislative instrument on 
water that has been introduced for 
many years. it moves towards integrated 

environmental management with key objectives to prevent any 
further deterioration of water bodies, and to protect and enhance 
the status of aquatic ecosystems and associated wetlands. it aims 
to promote sustainable water consumption and should contribute 
to mitigating the effects of floods and droughts.

it must be recalled that the Water Framework directive establishes 
a legal framework to guarantee sufficient quantities of good quality 
water across europe. its key aims are in particular:
•  to expand water protection to all waters: inland and coastal 

surface waters and groundwater;
• to achieve ”good status“ for all water by 2015;
• to base water management on river basins.

Port of Brussels
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the implementation of the eU Water Framework directive (WFd) 
is now well advanced and our understanding of its implications for 
the navigation sector (for ports, for commercial and leisure naviga-
tion, and for dredging) is improving, but there are still challenges 
lying ahead.
it must be noted that from 2007 the WFd implementation process 
will focus less on the production of guidance at eU level and more 
on action at river basin level, in particular the preparation of river 
basin management plans and agreement on the programmes of 
measures required to meet “good status”. these plans, which are due 
by december 2009, are expected to bring further real improvements 
for the whole water system in the form of programmes of measures, 
which must be operational by 2012 and deliver the environmental 
objectives of the directive by 2015. eFiP will in particular ensure that 
european inland ports are involved in the process of the preparation 
of river basin management plans.
it must be recalled that it is possible for stakeholders in the naviga-
tion sector to accompany the implementation process of the Water 
Framework directive. eFiP is a member of a navigation task group 
that brings together several european organisations in order to follow 
the implementation developments. however, eFiP has doubts as to 
what extent the interests of the navigation sector will be considered, 
and how useful the implication in the development of river basin 
management plans will be. eFiP also noticed that there are still 
many differences between Member states.

in 2007, two main conferences were organised on the implementation 
of the WFd. Pianc (a worldwide technical and scientific organisation 
which aim is to promote inland and maritime navigation and ports) 
organised on the initiative of the above-mentioned navigation task 
group a successful conference on the Water Framework directive in 
Brussels on 31 January 2007. the event focused mainly on three 
subjects: sediment management and river basin management plan-
ning, eU maritime strategy and the Water Framework directive and 
hydromorphological change. 
in early 2007, a european Water conference was also organised in 
Brussels looking at the current implementation of the Framework 
directive and the challenges ahead. the same day, the european 
commission published a communication that summarises the first 
report on progress with implementation of the WFd (as required by  
the directive). it also made recommendations for the next important 
milestone: the river basin management plans.

as a complement to this directive, in July 2006 the european 
commission published a proposal for a new Water Framework 
directive daughter directive on Priority substances. it includes 
quality standards for the concentrations of the priority substances 
in surface water bodies. the proposal, amongst other things, also 
includes obligations aimed at: 
•  the progressive reduction of discharges, emissions and losses of 

Priority substances;
•  the cessation or phasing-out of discharges, emissions and losses 

of Priority hazardous substances.

the proposal aims at achieving these global by 2025.  an additional 
objective is to achieve “good chemical status” for surface water 
bodies by 2015. eFiP is considering to what extent this proposal 
may have consequences on inland ports. 

Birds and Habitats Directives - eU nature conservation policy 
is based on two main pieces of legislation - the Birds and habitats 
directives.
Priorities are to create a european ecological network (of special 
areas of conservation), called natUra 2000, and to integrate nature 
protection requirements into other eU policies such as agriculture, 
regional development and transport. 
it is important to note that an evaluation is expected to take place 
in 2007.
 
in particular, within 
the planned review, 
it is essential to 
consider the im-
pact of these direc-
tives on economic 
activities in parti-
cular port activities 
and development 
perspectives. this 
review should have 
an integrative ap-
proach rather than 
a purely environ-
mental and eco-
logical approach.

Air quality - in 
2005, the com-
mission adopted 
a proposal for a 
directive on ambi-
ent air quality. the 
proposal to revise 
the directive is part of a wider thematic strategy on air Pollution 
put forward by the commission in september 2005. on 23 october 
2006, the council of Ministers voted to tighten pollution thresholds 
in ambient air that the european Parliament weakened just weeks 
before, setting the stage for a showdown when the two eU lawmak-
ing bodies seek agreement in 2007. 

Port of Liège 
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the directive proposal is subject to the co-decision procedure and will 
only enter into force once adopted by both the council of Ministers 
and the european Parliament.
eFiP and other organisations urged governments to support the 
position taken by the european Parliament at the end of september 
2006, as it takes a more realistic long-term approach and introduces 
more flexibility in the port area which will not unduly hamper port 
operations and port development.

Stricter fuel standards – New target for inland waterways 
– in early 2007, the european commission proposed new standards 
for transport fuels that will reduce their contribution to climate 
change and air pollution, among other things through greater use 
of biofuels. inland waterways are also addressed in the european 
commission’s proposal.
the fuel quality directive adopted in 1998 set common eU specifi-
cations for petrol, diesel and diesel oil used in road vehicles, inland 
waterway barges and non-road mobile machinery. the commis-
sion’s proposal to revise this directive is linked with developments 
in fuel and engine technology, the growing 
importance of biofuels and the need both to 
meet the air quality goals set out in the 2005 
thematic strategy on air Pollution and to 
further reduce the greenhouse gas emissions 
that are causing climate change. 
in particular, the permitted sulphur content 
of diesel oil for use by non-road machinery 
and inland waterway barges will also be 
cut substantially. this should reduce emis-
sions of particulate matter and allow the 
introduction of more advanced engines and 
emission control equipment. this proposal 
is in line with the proposals to address fuel 
quality in the naiades action Programme 
for inland Waterway transport. 
eFiP welcomed the willingness of the eu-
ropean commission and the industry to 

reduce emissions, which will have a positive impact on emission 
levels in the port area.

Waste - reference is made to the current revision of the Waste 
directive. on 28 november 2006, the european Parliament’s 
environment committee backed a report by British conservative 
Ms. caroline Jackson, Member of the european Parliament, on the 
revision of the eU’s Waste directive.
the european Parliament adopted an important amendment at a 
Plenary session meeting in early 2007, which would exclude non-
hazardous sediment from the european waste definition. eFiP hopes 
that the council will adopt this approach in the end. 

Within the context of the discussions on waste, it must be noted that 
the position of the european Parliament was also to give priority to 
the prevention, re-use and recycling of waste. For the first time, the 
directive introduces waste prevention targets for the eU. Ms. Jackson 
insisted that the Member states should stabilise their waste production 
by 2012 to the level produced in 2008. the report thus established 

a clear hierarchy in the way waste is to be 
treated. the report supported a ”five step” 
approach to waste treatment: prevention, 
re-use, recycling, energy recovery (through 
for example incineration) and landfill as a 
last resort. a clear signal was thus given 
that incineration and landfill are to be 
avoided in the future and can no longer 
be considered as sustainable alternatives. 
another report that was presented by Mr. 
Johannes Blokland (nl/ind/deM) seeks 
a ”thematic strategy” to deal with the 
problem. his report called for a total ban 
on all landfill waste by 2020. it also asked 
the european commission to propose ways 
of reducing waste and develop measures 
that would show progress.
overall, Members of the european            Ports of Lille

Port of Paris
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Parliament called for total waste production to be stabilised 
by 2012 (compared to the 2008 position). the commission 
was asked to propose indicators by 2008 for assessing progress 
made by Member states and to formulate a product eco-design 
policy as well as targets for waste reduction by 2010. For incin-
erators and the use of waste as an energy source, Members of 
the european Parliament approved the energy efficiency criteria 
as proposed by the commission, but asked that operators be 
given more time to implement them. they also asked that the 
grant of permits for these operations be subject to a high level 
of energy efficiency.

considering the fact that waste transport is a niche market for inland 
waterways and inland ports, eFiP decided to set up a working group 
to deal with this subject and come up with recommendations to be 
addressed to the decision-makers and that could also be used as best 
practices for inland ports. in 2005, 2006 and 2007, the members 
of this group had the chance to go on site visits and to participate 
in round tables on this subject.
it must be stressed that the aim of the working group is neither to 
increase the transport of waste nor to increase waste in europe, 
but to transport it better and in a more sustainable way than is 
currently the case. it is therefore in line with the approach of the 
european Parliament.
it is expected that this working group will come up with a final 
report later in 2007.

looking at all recent developments in environmental legislation, 
eFiP would recommend that the european commission addresses 
the problem of how is it possible that environmental legislation may 
work to the detriment of other environmental purposes. indeed, 
environmental legislation has to be brought in line with a broader 
perspective of a “sustainable transport system in europe”.  
if developments on inland waterways and in inland ports are made 
impossible because of the above-mentioned legislation, it is very 
likely that a lot of traffic will go back on the roads, hence increasing 
congestion and pollution, which would be to the detriment of the 
environment and of a sustainable transport system. 
Besides, inland ports are part of the ten-t networks, so they have been 
recognised as vital elements in european transport networks.

in general, eFiP asked the relevant authorities to seek a simplifica-
tion of existing legislation such as the Birds, habitats and Water 
Framework directives and to introduce amendments to ongoing 
legislative proposals on air, water and waste. it also asked them to 
take into account and reflect the importance of having inland ports 
that can still develop and expand in europe to ensure a sustainable 
transport chain by including inland waterways and rail as well as 
short sea shipping when relevant and geographically feasible.
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ProJect WorK and PartnershiPs

CREATING - in 2006, eFiP pursued its involvement in creatinG, 
an eU funded research project aimed at stimulating waterborne 
transport in an economic way, by improving the competitive edge 
of inland navigation. the creatinG team comprises 27 partners 
covering a wide scale of waterborne transport-related expertise 
from many of the european Member states. the team includes 
research institutes, shipyards and relevant branch organisations 
and maintains strong relations with the national authorities. it 
is supported by the 6th eU Framework Program for research or 
development, and this project aims to present concrete proposals to 
reduce negative environmental impact arising from goods transport 
by shifting to inland navigation. eFiP is one of the partners.

a final conference was organised 
in early June 2007 to present the 
main findings of the creatinG 
project. topics addressed were in 
particular the improvement of the 
waterborne transport, more effi-
cient new ship design techniques, 
logistical opportunities, economic 
advantages, environmental impact 
and emission reduction, and safety 
improvement.

SmartRivers 200� - the sec-
ond edition of smartrivers, an 
”international Joint conference 
on synergies for an efficient wa-
terway system in europe and the 
Us“, took place on 7 november 
2006 in Brussels. this event fol-
lows a highly successful confer-
ence, smartrivers 2005, held in 
Pittsburgh (Us). the conference 
was organised by eFiP with the 
co-operation of via donau, tina 
vienna and the Port of Pittsburgh 
commission.
it brought together partners in-
volved in the development of 
inland waterways, inland ports, 
and seaports on both sides of 
the atlantic around the subject of 
an efficient waterborne system. it 
was the opportunity to exchange 
experiences with the american 
counterparts from the ports and 
inland waterways sector. 
around 100 participants attended 
the conference which was consid-
ered a major success. 
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SmartRivers Conference - From left to right : Willy Robijns, EFIP President ; 
Roland Hörner, EFIP Vice-President and Jacques Barrot, Vice-President of the 

European Commission and Commissioner in charge of Transport
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european and ameri-
can administrations 
and institutions, in-
dustry, european and 
national associations 

and the press were represented. the vice-President of the euro-
pean commission and commissioner in charge of transport, Mr. 
Jacques Barrot and high ranking officials from dG transport and 
energy in the european commission and the european Parliament 
contributed to the success of this conference.
apart from their participation in the smartrivers conference, 
the american delegates visited the Port of Brussels, the Port of 
antwerp, the Port of rotterdam, the Port of Mannheim and the 
strépy-thieu lift, and they saw the river information services  
system in vienna. this was a good combination of inland ports, 
seaports and inland waterway systems, which reflected the scope 
of the conference programme. 

Launch of the platform of Sea and Inland ports - eFiP and 
the european sea Ports organisation (esPo) have decided to set 
up a ”Platform of european sea and inland Ports” which aims to 
strengthen co-operation between both organisations.
the co-operation agreement reflects changes in the logistics 
environment which have led many sea and inland ports to forge 
strategic partnerships in order to step up their attractiveness to 
investors. the strong increase of container transport and the grow-
ing complexity of global supply chains require new strategies in 
port logistics. an additional factor of change is the enlargement 
of the eU to central and eastern europe.

the other main reason for the establishment of the Platform lies in 
the fact that esPo and eFiP increasingly have a common agenda 
in terms of eU policy (for instance co-modality, environment, port 
policy, etc). Within this platform both eFiP and esPo will keep 
their own identity but will express joint opinions wherever this 
is feasible.
 
at the launch welcome addresses were given by Mr. charles 
huygens, former President of eFiP and General Manager of the 
Port of Brussels, who was the initiator of the platform. he was 
followed by an address from Ms. Maria nygren, vice-chairman of 

esPo and Mr. Willy robijns, President of eFiP.  a presentation of 
the interPorts project bringing together sea and inland ports, and 
which was supported by the european programme interreg was 
given by dr. holger Platz from Planco consulting. responding 
on behalf of the european Parliament, Mr. dirk sterckx (Be/alde) 
expressed the wish for the Platform to be strong so that it could 
provide Members of Parliament with sound practical advice on 
logistics developments. the head of Unit in charge of ports and 
inland waterways at the european commission, Mr. Jean trestour, 
welcomed this initiative and stated that it was good to see that 
seaports stopped looking seawards and inland ports stopped 
looking landwards.
the launch was concluded by a declaration of co-operation with 
a signing ceremony.

International workshop on the restoration of the image 
of ports - this workshop can be seen as the first joint action since 
the launch of the common platform between eFiP and esPo. 
nowadays, ports have a negative image due to several factors, in 
particular the environmental pressures and pollution risks they 
cause (idea of old industrial cancers, brown fields, etc.). currently, 
the erosion of public support for ports is a major issue in port 
policy and management. 
the aim of the workshop was to put the restoration of public 
support for ports (both for sea and inland ports) at the top of 
the political agenda.
the workshop provided an analysis of the public support issue, 
an overview of best practices from around europe, a presenta-
tion of various policy perspectives and an open discussion with 
participants.
it explored the need for policy measures as well as specific legal 
initiatives. it should be mentioned that esPo and eFiP submit-
ted a common declaration to the european commission urging 
it to consider and support actions to restore the image of ports 
at the eU level.
the workshop was organised by the eiMtl (european institute of 
Maritime and transport law) in co-operation with the institute of 
transport and Maritime Management antwerp (itMMa).

Signature of a declaration on the restoration of the public image of ports

Signature convention ESPO & EFIP

SmartRivers Conference 2006



chanGes in eFiP

New Presidency elected - on 22 June 2006, eFiP held its General 
assembly meeting in vienna at the kind invitation of the austrian 
inland ports (linz, enns, Krems and vienna). after discussions about 
eFiP priorities, the approval of the accounts, and the presentation 
of the 2005-2006 annual report, the executive committee was 
renewed and new Presidency members elected. the statutory 
General assembly was followed by a discussion on the naiades 
action Programme for the inland Waterway transport with via 
donau and a visit to the three ports of the Port of vienna.

as from 22 June 2006, the new members of the eFiP Presidency 
are:

President: 
Willy Robijns, 
Waterwegen en Zeekanaal NV (Belgium)

Vice-Presidents: 
Marie Anne Bacot, 
Association Française des Ports Intérieurs (AFPI) 
and General Manager of the Port of Paris (France) 

and 

Roland Hörner, 
Bundesverband Öffentlicher Binnenhäfen (BÖB) 
and General Manager of the Port of Mannheim (Germany)

APDM Port of Decin

New Members - in June 2006, eFiP welcomed the application of two additional members, 
which was accepted unanimously by eFiP members on the occasion of eFiP General assembly 
in vienna.
the federation had the pleasure of welcoming in June 2006 the Ports administration on the 
Maritime danube (aPdM) which manages the Ports of Galati, Braila and tulcea in romania 
(see picture), and the czech-saxony ports ltd which comprises the Port of decin and lovosice 
in the czech republic (see picture).
this reflects eFiP’s willingness to also focus increasingly on central and eastern european 
inland ports.

2� • EFIP Annual  Repor t  2006-2007
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eXecUtive coMMittee 

AUSTRIA                   Interessengemeinschaft Öffentlicher Donauhäfen in Österreich (IGÖD)
Walter edinGer  / Gregor WÖss (substitute)   

BELGIUM                Port de Bruxelles
charles hUyGens / rainier reeKMans (substitute) 

Waterwegen en Zeekanaal NV  
Willy roBiJns 

Port Autonome de Charleroi
dirk de sMet   

Port Autonome du Centre et de l’Ouest (PACO)
alain leFeBvre   

Port Autonome de Namur 
claude Martin 

Port Autonome de Liège  
emile-louis Bertrand

BULGARIA               BulPortsAss 
nikolai naydenov / Pancho Panev (substitute) 

CZECH REPUBLIC  Cesko-Saske privasty s.r.o. 
             Jiri aster

FINLAND                Lake Saima Port Association
heikki soininen  

FRANCE                   Association Française des Ports Intérieurs (AFPI)
Marie-anne Bacot / Bernard Pacory (substitute)

GERMANy              Bundesverband Öffentlicher Binnenhäfen (BÖB) 
roland hÖrner / Karl Michael ProBst (substitute)

HUNGARy              Hungarian Inland Ports  
Mikos aGh / laszlo Mester (substitute) 

ITALy                       Unione di Navigazione Interna Italiana (UNII) 
sergio vaZZoler 

LUXEMBOURG      Port of Mertert 
        robert holZeM  

NETHERLANDS      Nederlandse Vereniging van Binnenhavens (NVB) 
Bert lUiJendiJK / ton roos (substitute) 

PORTUGAL             Instituto Portuario e dos Transportes Maritimos  
Francisco lopes / luis Massa (substitute)

ROMANIA               CN Administratia Porturilor Dunarii Fluviale (APDF) SA
cristian neMtescU 

C. N. Administratia Porturilor Dunarii Maritime (APDM) SA Galati  
carmen costache

SLOVAKIA              Ports of Bratislava and Kormano 
Zdeno skrasek

SPAIN                      Puerto de Sevilla 
Fausto arroyo 

SWEDEN                 Mälarhamnar AB 
Patrik aMan 

SWITZERLAND       Port of Basel 
hans-Peter hadorn 

UKRAINE                 Danube Shipping Management service GMBH 
 viascheslav vdovichenKo

General asseMBly 
representation of Members  - Meets once a year 

secretary General 
diane chevreux

STRUCTURE

Presidency

President               Willy Robijns (B) 

vice-Presidents     Marie Anne Bacot (Fr) 

              Roland Hörner (de) 
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AUSTRIA

interessenGeMeinschaFt  
ÖFFentlicher donaUhÄFen 
in Österreich (iGÖd) 
Wiener hafen
seitenhafenstrasse 15 - a - 1020 Wien
Contact: Mr. Walter Edinger
t. + 43 1 727 16 111
F. + 43 1 727 16 200
e-mail: offi ce@wienerhafen.com
http://www.hafen.co.at

BELGIUM

WaterWeGen en ZeeKanaal nv
oostdijk 110 - 2830 Willebroek
Contact: Mr. Willy Robijns
t. + 32 3 860 62 72 - 62 11
F. + 32 3 860 63 00
e-mail: willy.robijns@wenz.be
http://www.wenz.be

Port de BrUXelles
Place des armateurs 6 - 1000 Bruxelles
Contact: Mr. Charles Huygens
t. + 32 2 420 67 00
F. + 32 2 420 73 90
e-mail: chuygens@port.irisnet.be
http://www.portdebruxelles.irisnet.be

Port aUtonoMe de lieGe
Quai de Maastricht 14 - 4000 liège
Contact: Mr. Emile-Louis Bertrand
t. + 32 4 232 97 97
F. + 32 4 223 11 09
e-mail: portdeliege@skynet.be 
http://www.liege.port-autonome.be

Port aUtonoMe de charleroi
rue de Marcinelle 88 - 6000 charleroi
Contact: Mr. Dirk De Smet
t. + 32 71 31 96 33
F. + 32 71 32 44 57
e-mail: info@charleroi.portautonome.be
http://www.charleroi.portautonome.be

Port aUtonoMe de naMUr
Place léopold, 3 - 5000 namur
Contact: Mr. Claude Martin
t. + 32 81 77 31 19
F. + 32 81 24 09 55
e-mail: cmartin@met.wallonie.be
http://www.portnamur.be

Port aUtonoMe dU centre 
et de l’oUest (Paco) 
rue de Bouvy, 11 - 7100 la louvière
Contact: Mr. Alain Lefèbvrev 
t. + 32 64 23 67 00
F. + 32 64 22 84 98
e-mail: paco.scrl@skynet.be
http://www.le-paco.com

BULGARIA

BUlGarian Ports & Port oPerators 
association - BulPortsass
“shipka” str.  n 2 - 9000 varna  
P.o.Box n 2 - Bulgaria
Contact : Mr. George Petkov 
t. + 359 52 699 018 - 19
F. + 359 52 601 011
e-mail: blackseaports@yahoo.com
http://www.bulgarianports.org

CZECH REPUBLIC

cesKo-sasKÉ PrÍstavy s.r.o. 
loubská 704/9 - cZ 40501 decín i
Contact: Ing. Jirí Aster                 
t. + 420 412 589 120
F. + 420 412 512 656
e-mail: jiri.aster@csp-labe.cz
http://www.csp-labe.cz

FINLAND
laKe saiMaa Port association
Kipparinkatu 1 
53100 lappeenranta
Contact: Mr. Juha Willberg 
t. + 358 56 16 20 04
F. + 358 56 16 29 01 
e-mail:juha.willberg@lappeenranta.fi   
http:// www.jns.fi 

FRANCE

association FranÇaise des 
Ports interieUrs (aFPi)
Place leroux Faukemont BP 1394 rP
590015 lille cedex
Contacts: Mr. Bernard Pacory and
Mr. Dominique Drapier
t. + 33 3 20 22 73 80
F. + 33 3 20 22 81 67
e-mail: drapier@portsdelille.com
http://www.afpi.org 

MEMBERS LIST
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GERMANy

BUndesverBand ÖFFentlicher  
BinnenhÄFen (BÖB)
ernst-reuter-haus
straße des 17. Juni 114
10623 Berlin
Contacts: Dipl.-Kfm. 
Karl Michael Probst and
Ms. Anja Fuchs 
t.  + 49 30 - 398028 70 
F. + 49 30 - 340608 55 3
e-mail: info-boeb@binnenhafen.de
http://www.binnenhafen.de

HUNGARy

hUnGarian inland Ports

Ferroport Budapest
szabadkiköto ut 5-7 - 1211 Budapest 
Contacts: Mr. Mikos Agh and  
Mr. Laszlo Mester 
t. + 36 1 278 40 01
F. + 36 1 278 40 00
e-mail: mester@ferroport.hu
http://www.ferroport.hu

ITALy
Unione naviGaZione interna 
italiana (Unii)
via Banchina dell’azoto, 15/d -
30175 Marghera  
Contact : Mr. Sergio Vazzoler
t. + 39 041 925 119 
F. + 39 041 925 152    
e-mail: unii@libero.it  
http://www.unii.org            

LUXEMBOURG

Port de Mertert
société du Port Fluvial de Mertert
6688 Mertert
Contact: Mr. Robert Holzem
t. + 35 2 74 04 64
F. + 35 2 74 88 13
e-mail: info@portmertert.lu
http://www.portmertert.lu

NETHERLANDS

nederlandse vereniGinG van  
Binnenhavens (nvB)
vasteland 12 e - 3011 Bl rotterdam

Contact: Mr. Ton Roos 
t. + 31 107989805 
F. + 31 104129091
e-mail: nvb@binnenvaart.nl
http://www.havens.binnenvaart.nl

PORTUGAL 

iPtM - institUto PortUÁrio e 
dos transPortes MarÍtiMos - 
deleGaÇÃo do doUro
av. sacadura cabral - Godim
5050-071 Peso da régua
Contact : Ing. Luís Massa
t. + 351 254 320 020 
F. + 351 254 324 043
e-mail: geral.douro@imarpor.pt
http://www.douro.iptm.pt

ROMANIA

cn adMinistratia PortUrilor 
dUnarii FlUviale (aPdF)  
str. Portului nr. 1 o.P.i, c.P. 2 -
8375 Giurgiu
Contact: Mr. Cristian Nemtescu
t. + 40 46 21 30 03 - 21 15 28
F. + 40 21 31 10 5 21
e-mail: apdf@pcnet.ro
http://www.apdf.ro

national coMPany «the Ports 
adMinistration on the MaritiMe 
danUBe» sa Galati
34 Portului street, Galati
Zip code 800025
Contact: Ms Carmen Costache
t. + 40 236 460 660
F. + 40 236 460 140
e-mail: marketing@apdm.galati.ro
http://apdm.galati.ro

SLOVAKIA

Ports oF Bratislava and KoMarno
slovenska Plavba a Pristavy, a.s.
divisa Pristav Bratislava
Pristavna 10
821 09 Bratislava
Contact: Mr. Zdeno Skrasek
t. + 421 2 534 145 32
F. + 421 2 534
e-mail: skrasekz@spap.sk 
http://www.spap.sk

SPAIN

aUtoridad PortUaria de sevilla 
avenida de Molini 6 - 41012 sevilla
Contact: Mr. Fausto Arroyo
t. + 34 95 424 73 08
F. + 34 95 424 73 33
e-mail: farroyo@apsevilla.com
http://www.apsevilla.com 

SWEDEN

MÄlarhaMnar aB  
(Ports of Köping & västerås)
södra seglargatan 3 - 721 32 västerås
Contact: Mr. Patrik Aman
t. + 46 21 15 01 00
F. + 46 21 15 01 40
e-mail: patrik.aman@malarhamnar.se   
http://www.malarhamnar.se
 

Port oF vÄnerhaMn aB 
stuvargatan 1 - 652 21  Karlstad
Contact: Mr. Börje Meijer
t. + 46 54 14 48 60
F. + 46 54 21 33 16
e-mail: borje.meijer@vanerhamn.se  
http://www.vanerhamn.se

SWITZERLAND

Ports oF Basel
rheinhäfen Beider Basel
hochbergerstrasse 160 - 4019 Basel
Contact: Mr. Hans-Peter Hadorn
t. + 41 61 631 45 45
F. + 41 61 631 45 94
e-mail: hp.hadorn@portofbasel.ch
http://www.portofbasel.ch

UKRAINE

danUBe shiPPinG ManaGeMent 
service GMBh
handelskai 388/832 - 1020 vienna 
Contact: Mr. Viacheslav Vdovitchenko
t. + 43 1 728 69 34
F. + 43 1 728 20 76
e-mail: dsmsvienna@dsms.at
http://www.dsms.at
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 Place des armateurs, 6 - 1000 Brussels (Belgium)

Phone : +32 2 420 70 37 - Fax : +32 2 420 03 71

e-mail : info@inlandports.be  - www.inlandports.be
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